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These Teacher’s Notes are primarily intended for 
print. The content - with additional features - can also 
be found on the Together pages of the School Radio 
website.

The website pages include details of all programmes 
for the coming year as well as online versions of 
focus images, which can be displayed on your IWB or 
computer while listening. Go to the Together pages

© This publication may be copied or reproduced for use in 
schools and colleges without further permission.
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Downloads / podcasts: 

These programmes are available to download 
from these Notes or from the School Radio 
website. Go to the Together downloads page

Audio online:

These programmes are also available to listen to 
online as steamed audio from the BBC iPlayer 
Radio. The programmes remain available online 
for 5 years following transmission.
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Introduction
Together and Collective Worship:

Together’s thematic approach and use of material 
from a wide range of cultural and religious sources, 
including Christianity, contributes to the pupils’ 
spiritual, moral, social and cultural development.

What is the value of using Together?

• It is a ready-made resource for Collective 
Worship that can help your school to fulfill the 
statutory requirement for a daily act of Collec-
tive Worship; material is of a ‘broadly Christian 
character’, reflecting the ‘broad traditions of 
Christian belief’.

• It encourages individual and community 
responses, from a sense of celebration to 
thoughtful reflection.

• The programmes encourage pupils to think 
about issues and to share their experiences.

• It includes the voices of junior age pupils 
speaking for themselves.

• It can be used with large or small groups of 
pupils.

Is Together suitable for all pupils?

Great care has been taken to allow pupils and 
teachers from a range of backgrounds to partici-
pate in the programmes. A mixture of songs, reflec-
tions and prayers allows pupils to respond to what 
they have heard in their own way.

Using the programmes and these Teacher’s 
Notes:

The programmes in this series are available to 
download from these Notes or from the School 
Radio website. The Together series as a whole 
is available to subscribe to as a podcast. If you 
subscribe to the series your computer will auto-
matically search for each new episode when you 
connect to the internet, ensuring that you never 
miss a programme.

Programmes are also available as audio on 
demand. The audio on demand is a reliable 
service that allows you to listen to the programme 
‘streamed’ over the internet via the BBC iplayer. 
Previous series of Together remain available this 
way for a period of 5 years.

However, we would recommend that you download 
each programme using the podcast service, rather 
than use the audio on demand service. Downloading 
the programme means you can avoid the risk of ‘buff-
ering’ during playback and is the most reliable means 
of acquiring the programmes.

Focus images:

Focus objects have been a key resource provided 
by the Together Teacher’s Notes. In these Notes we 
have provided focus images which you can display 
be clicking on the image.

The images are displayed on separate web pages 
without any additional page information, so you do 
not need to worry about displaying any distracting or 
unsuitable material.

We assume that many teachers will continue to wish 
to provide their own focus objects and the suggestions 
for images we’ve provided are often a good starting 
point when considering which objects to collect.

Programme format:

Each 15 minute programme contains:

• A story or short drama
• One song from either the Come and Praise song 

books or our collection All about our school 
• Voxpops or a feature involving junior-aged 
      children
• Reflection and/or an opportunity for prayer

Preparation for using the programmes:

• Create a sense of occasion and exploration by 
setting up a focus picture (either using the online 
resources included here or your own ideas) for 
pupils to think about during the programme. This 
will enhance their listening and concentration and 
provide further talking points.

• Consider ways to make the use of the focus  
image more effective - eg by projecting it or by 
displaying it on an interactive whiteboard.

• Shut out distractions by closing the curtains or 
dimming the lights.

• Think about the seating arrangements (eg a semi-
circle or circle arrangement foster greater  
engagement).

1
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During the programme:

Make the programme an interactive resource:

•  Pause the programme to discuss the 
 issues when you wish.
•  Pause the programme before the songs  
 to consider their content.
•  Pause the programme after the reflection
 and/or prayer to allow pupils to add their  
 own thoughts.
•  Replay sections of the programme to     
 allow pupils to gain familiarity with the 
 material.

Other resources for Collective Worship:

The song books referred to in these notes are 
Come and Praise 1, Come and Praise 2 and All 
about our school. These song books contain a 
wealth of songs for use in assemblies. They’ve also 
been compiled to respond to the requirements of 
the 1988 Education Reform Act, so the emphasis 
is on being broadly, but not exclusively, Christian.
The song books are also accompanied by:

• Come and Praise instrumental books. 
These contain the melody line, two me-                                                                                                                                   
lodic parts and a bass part. There are                                                                                                                                              
also guitar chords and suggestions for 
percussion. 

• CD. There is a double CD available for each 
collection. They may be used to provide 
enjoyable listening or accompaniment for 
assemblies where no pianist is available. 
For copyright reasons we are not able to 
provide these resources in these Notes or 
elsewhere on the School Radio website. 
However, they are available from Pearson 
Schools and Colleges.

Feedback:

Your feedback is important to us and helps to
shape the series. Letters, drawings and poems
from the children are particularly welcome.
Please use the Contact us link from the website.
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Click on the image to display a large version if you 
are connected to the internet

Programme content:

Story: Macbeth - the man who wanted it all 
Song: Come and Praise no 147 - ‘One more step’ 
Vox pops: children talk about what they think the
proverb means
Reflection: Children’s prayers about being grateful 
for what we have

Pre-programme questions:

• What would you really like to get as a present?
• Is it something you want because someone else 

has it and you want it too?
• Will you be disappointed if you don’t get it and 

why?
• Do you ever  nd yourself looking at what other 

people have and wishing it was yours?
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Story synopsis: Macbeth - The man who wanted 
it all

Macbeth was a real-life ruler of Scotland but 
our story takes Shakespeare’s famous play as 
inspira- tion. According to Shakespeare Macbeth 
is full of ambition and never satisfied until he has 
what he wants. Three women come to Macbeth 
in a dream and plant the thought that he could be 
king of all Scotland and so Macbeth follows this 
‘dream’ only to discover that there was always ‘...
one thing more he wanted; a clear conscience’.

After the programme:

You might like to point out, in fairness to the real 
King Macbeth that this is a story and that, as far 
as we know, he was a good king.

STORY QUESTIONS
• What should Macbeth have done?
• When should he have stopped trying to realise 

his ambition to be king?
• Did Macbeth have any choice but to go on 

trying to become king once he had the dream?
• At one point the story says: ‘Macbeth got his 

land and castle, and everything else that had 
belonged to the Thane of Cawdor. Not only did 
he have all he needed: he had everything he’d 
ever wanted, So he should have been happy. 
Very, very happy. But he wasn’t.’ Why wasn’t 
Macbeth happy?

• Someone said about Macbeth: ‘...his problems 
and their solutions lay within himself...’ What 
you think this means?

ACTIVITIES:
• Write the story of Macbeth as a comic strip 

using pictures and speech bubbles.
• Write a modern day story on the same theme, 

you could call it The tale of Mrs/Ms/Mr Mac- 
beth.

• Research the facts, as far as they are known, 
about the real Macbeth. Write him a letter 
explaining what you think of him and how he’s 
been treated through history and some of the 
things that have been said about him.

• Look through newspapers and magazines for 
adverts and stories about wanting what other 
people have.

• Write a prayer that begins: ‘Help me to be 
happy with what I have...’

• Start a class collection of proverbs and say- 
ings - which do you like the best and which 
don’t you agree with?

Click to download 
the programme 
immediately

Wise words
1. The grass is always greener

http://open.live.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/5/redir/version/2.0/mediaset/audio-nondrm-download/proto/http/vpid/p065d9rz.mp3
http://open.live.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/5/redir/version/2.0/mediaset/audio-nondrm-download/proto/http/vpid/p065d9rz.mp3
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/images/together/2018_summer/together_summer_2018_01.jpg
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p065bdmf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04l73zp
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Story synopsis: Sweet dreams

Nigel can’t get to sleep. Something is keeping
him awake and he can’t work out what it is. Then 
he feels a tight knot in his stomach and knows that 
what he’s feeling is anger. He thinks back to the 
events of the day when a friend let him down badly, 
leaving him feeling cross and confused. Now it’s 
late at night. Wwhat can Nigel do about it now? How 
can he get to sleep with this painful knot of anger in 
his stomach?

After the programme:

STORY QUESTIONS
• Can you understand why Nigel felt so angry?
• What do you think of Steven’s behaviour earlier 

in the day?
• Do you think Nigel was right to send Steven a 

text message? Does the time make any differ-
ence?

• How do you think Steven felt when he got the 
message?

• Was Nigel brave to text Steven - does it take 
courage sometimes to ‘clear the air’?

• Might it have been better if Nigel had slept on it?
• Does it sometimes help?

Activities:

• Write your own story with the title ‘Do not let the 
sun go down on your anger’.

• Discuss the phrase, ‘There is no pillow so soft 
as a clear conscience’. What do you think this 
means?

• Can you think up any tips for dealing with an- 
gry feelings? Write them up as checklist.

• Practice ‘thought replacement’ - if you find 
yourself having a bad thought like ‘he shouldn’t 
have done that, I don’t like him’, replace it with a 
good thought like, ‘he shouldn’t have done that, 
but that’s up to him and I’m not going to let it 
bother me’.

• Write down a list of things that make you angry. 
Choose one and try to ‘neutralise’ it today by not 
allowing yourself to be angry about it.

• 

Click on the image to display a large version if you 
are connected to the internet

Programme content: 

Story: Sweet dreams
Song: Come and Praise, 2 no 91 ‘Break out’ 
Vox pops: Children talk about anger and how to 
dissipate it
Reflection: On the meaning of the proverb

Pre-programme questions:

• When was the last time you were angry?
• What kinds of things make you angry?
• Have there ever been times when you’ve felt 

angry with someone and haven’t been able to 
sort it out?

• How do you deal with anger?
• Do not let the sun go down on your anger’. 

What do you think this means?

Click to download 
the programme 
immediately

2. Do not let the sun go 
down on your anger

http://open.live.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/5/redir/version/2.0/mediaset/audio-nondrm-download/proto/http/vpid/p065d9s3.mp3
http://open.live.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/5/redir/version/2.0/mediaset/audio-nondrm-download/proto/http/vpid/p065d9s3.mp3
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/images/together/2018_summer/together_summer_2018_02.jpg
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p065bf7y
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04l76yv
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 Click on the image to display a large version if you 
are connected to the internet

Programme content: 

Song: All about our school no 16: ‘I am special’
Voxpops: Children talk about what they would like 
to be in the future
Story: The Stonecutter’s wish
An adaptation of a traditional story from Japan.
Reflection: ...thinking about yourself and what you 
like about yourself (in response to some children in 
the programme who descirbe what they like about 
themselves)

Pre-programme questions:

• What do the children want to be when they are 
older?

• What types of profession do they most admire?
• What do the children most admire about other 

people?
• Do they ever experience feelings of wishing they 

were someone else?
• The story is about a ‘stonecutter’. What does a 

stonecutter do?
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Story synopsis: The Stonecutter’s wish 

There are several versions of this traditional Eastern 
tale about a dissatisfied stonecutter who discovers 
that he is happiest just as he is.

After the programme:
STORY QUESTIONS
• Do you think the stonecutter was really unhappy 

with who he was...or did he just want to try out 
being someone else to  nd out what it would be 
like?

• Is there anything wrong with wanting to be 
someone else?

• What sort of things did the stonecutter think 
would make his life better? For example, riches 
and power?

• What do you think the stonecutter enjoyed about 
being back to his old self?

• What do you like about being you?

Activities:
• Draw a story board account of the stone- 

cutter’s journey to self-awareness. Write a 
caption for each picture expressing key feelings 
or thoughts - eg where the stonecutter first sees 
the rich merchant the caption might say: ‘I envy 
you, I want to be you’. Key feelings might be 
greed, envy and dissatisfaction.

• Draw a large circle and draw the key points 
of the stonecutter’s story around the edge, 
returning eventually to the way he was, as a 
stonecutter.

• Choose one emotion or state of mind to go 
with each picture. The first word to describe the 
stonecutter might be ‘dissatisfied’. What will the 
last word be?

• Conduct a survey in your class or around the 
school asking ‘have you ever wanted to be 
someone or something else’. What person or 
thing is the most popular? Why? A lot of people 
would like to be famous, like film stars, football 
stars and other celebrities. Why?

• Make paper cut outs of your hand. Along each  
finger and thumb write one good thing you like 
about yourself. Display them or keep them 
somewhere safe so that you can remind yourself 
what’s good about being you.

Click to download 
the programme 
immediately

3. A change for the worse

All change!

http://open.live.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/5/redir/version/2.0/mediaset/audio-nondrm-download/proto/http/vpid/p065d9s7.mp3
http://open.live.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/5/redir/version/2.0/mediaset/audio-nondrm-download/proto/http/vpid/p065d9s7.mp3
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/images/together/2018_summer/together_summer_2018_03.jpg
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p065bg8x
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04l7877
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Click on the image to display a large version if you 
are connected to the internet

Programme content:

Song: All about our school no : ‘While we live we 
learn’
Voxpops: children talk about things that they would 
like to change about themselves
STORY: What a change!
The story of St Paul’s conversion following his 
experience on the road to Damascus.
Reflection: ...on having the courage and 
determination to make small, positive steps to 
change for the better.

Pre-programme questions:

• Discuss the focus image. What do the children 
think it is suggesting?

• Have you heard of St Paul? (The children may 
have heard of St Paul’s Cathedral, which gives 
an indication of how much he has been and still 
is revered by Christians.)

• Explain that St Paul made a great change in 
his life. Have you ever made a big change - eg 
decided to try harder at something, or take on a 
new hobby? What made you decide to change?

Story synopsis: What a change!

Ananias, one of the early Christians, explains 
why he and his friends were worried when 
they discovered that Saul was on his way from 
Jerusalem to their town of Damascus. Saul was 
renowned for his cruel persecution of Jesus’ 
followers. Ananias has a dream in which God 
speaks to him and tells him to go to the house of 
Judas in Straight Street and ask for Saul. Ananias 
does as God demands, but when he gets there he 
realises Saul is blind. Ananias puts his hands on 
Saul’s head and his sight is restored.

Saul explains how he’d been on the road to 
Damascus when a great light had shone all around 
him and he’d heard Jesus’ voice asking, ‘Saul, Saul, 
why do you persecute me?’ The experience left Saul 
blind and his followers led him to Judas’ house.
Sight restored, Saul decides to become a Christian 
and immediately starts to tell everyone about his 
new-found faith. The people of Damascus aren’t 
pleased and eventually Saul has to be smuggled 
out of the city in a basket. Not long after that Saul 
becomes known as Paul - part of his fresh start.

After the programme:

STORY QUESTIONS
• How did the Christians in Damascus feel when 

they heard Saul was on his way to visit them?
• What happened to Saul to make him be- come 

a Christian? How did he feel? What did he do as 
soon as he got his sight back?

• How do you think Paul felt when he looked back 
to when he used to persecute the Christians?

• People talk about having a ‘road to Damascus’ 
experience when they realise they must make 
a change in their life. Why do you think they 
use this phrase? Have the children ever had an 
experience which made them realise they must 
‘make a fresh start’?

ACTIVITIES:
• Read the story of Saul on the road to 

Damascus: New Testament, Acts, Chapter 
9. Also Chapter 22 verses 6 - 16. Make a 
storyboard for Paul’s account, making a 
separate drawing for each section of the story 
and providing a sentence to go with it.

• Act out the scenes. At the end of each 
section freeze the action. A narrator then asks 
the audience, or describes, how Paul, his 
companions and Ananias, would have been 
feeling.

Click to download 
the programme 
immediately

4. A change for the better

http://open.live.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/5/redir/version/2.0/mediaset/audio-nondrm-download/proto/http/vpid/p065d9sc.mp3
http://open.live.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/5/redir/version/2.0/mediaset/audio-nondrm-download/proto/http/vpid/p065d9sc.mp3
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/images/together/2018_summer/together_summer_2018_04.jpg
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p065bh5s
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Story synopsis: This just in

The well-known story of Jesus and Zacchaeus is 
told as a live news report for a  fictitious local news 
channel. Zacchaeus, an unloved tax collector, gets 
an unexpected guest for lunch. As a result of his 
meeting with Jesus his whole life gets turned upside 
down!

After the programme:

STORY QUESTIONS:
• What was Zacchaeus like before he met Jesus?
• What announcement did Zacchaeus make?
• Did it change the way people thought about 

him?
• What caused Zacchaeus’ change of heart?

ACTIVITIES:
• Arrange the children into groups of  five / six and 

ask them to prepare something to share with 
the rest of the class on the subject of change. 
It could be a power-point, poster, freeze-frame, 
song, or a combination of all of the above.

• Ask pairs of children to write a report for 
broadcast on a recent change in the school, 
in the style of This just in. Ask them to include 
interviews and a range of opinions on the 
subject.

• Following on from the pre-programme 
questions, ask again, ’can you think of a time 
when you made a positive change in your life?’ 
Ask the children to write a story about this time, 
perhaps in the style of a newspaper report, like 
the Zacchaeus story.

5.Old me, new me

Click to download 
the programme 
immediately

Click on the image to display a large version if you 
are connected to the internet

Programme content:

Voxpops: children talk about some of the things 
that make them proud to be who they are.
Story: This just in
An account of the meeting between Jesus and 
Zacchaeus
Song: All about our school no 11: ‘Got a bit better’
Reflection: children are asked to consider the 
subject of change. Is it a good thing? Is there 
something that they’d like to change? They are 
also given space to be grateful for the unique 
things about themselves.

Pre-programme questions:

• What do you think of if I say the word ‘change’?
• How does it make you feel?
• Do you think it’s a good thing or a bad thing 

and why?
• Can you think of a time when you made a posi-

tive change in your life?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p065bj9m
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04l7brn
http://open.live.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/5/redir/version/2.0/mediaset/audio-nondrm-download/proto/http/vpid/p065d9sj.mp3
http://open.live.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/5/redir/version/2.0/mediaset/audio-nondrm-download/proto/http/vpid/p065d9sj.mp3
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/images/together/2018_summer/together_summer_2018_05.jpg
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Click on the image to display a large version if you 
are connected to the internet

Programme content:

Story: The rainbow promise
Song: Come and Praise no 12: ‘Who put the col- 
ours in the rainbow?’
Voxpops: Children respond to the story and what 
they think when they see a rainbow
Reflection: children talking about the meaning of 
the rainbow and their hopes for the world

Pre-programme questions:

• What are you looking forward to today?
• Is there something you hope will happen?
• Talk about a recent news story of a difficult situa-

tion somewhere in the world. What do the chil-
dren hope for in that situation? What would be a 
good outcome?

• Talk about the children’s hopes for their lives. 
Can they create a simple statement of hope such 
as ‘I hope I will be happy and will do something 
good for the world’; or, ‘I hope I will  nd a cure 
for diseases and that I will live in a world where 
everyone has enough food’?

Story synopsis: The rainbow promise

The story of Noah and the ark from Genesis, 
chapters 6 - 9. The events are introduced by Mrs 
Noah, sceptical of her husband’s boat-building on 
dry land and bemused by his constant references 
to instructions from his ‘Father’. The situation of 
the warring tribes of the time is touched upon in a 
reference to all the fighting and hatred surrounding 
Noah and his family; but the story has a light touch 
and we also hear of things from the animals’ point 
of view. The story ends with the successful landing 
of the ark and the appearance of the rainbow, sym-
bolising God’s promise and our part of the bargain 
- to avoid the terrible fighting that preceded the  
flood. It’s a story of hope and of our need to work 
to make new hopes a reality.

After the programme:

STORY QUESTIONS
• Have you ever been on a boat journey and 

been out of sight of land?
• Can you imagine how lonely and frightened the 

people on the ark would have been?
• What would you have said to Noah if you found 

him building a boat in a hot country far from 
any water?

• Have you ever made fun of someone and then 
realised that they were right all along?

• What did you think of the end of the story?
• How have people lived up to the ‘deal’; have 

we become less warlike, is there less hatred 
and anger in the world?

• Can we apply the story to our own lives?
• Can we live more peacefully with the people 

around us?
• What could you do today to try to live together 

better?

ACTIVITIES:
• Write the story of the ark form the point of view 

of one of the animals.
• Create your own ‘hope rainbow’ using deco- 

rated pictures of rainbows with your hopes for 
your future and the future of the world written 
on them and / or illustrated.

• Draw up a list of promises that will help every- 
one get on together and work better together. 
Try to think of things that you know you can 
really do - promises you can ‘deliver’.

• Look through the daily papers for stories of 
hope and stories where you hope for change. 
Using the stories, write a prayer or some words 
of hope for the world.

Click to download 
the programme 
immediately

Beginnings
6. Noah

http://open.live.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/5/redir/version/2.0/mediaset/audio-nondrm-download/proto/http/vpid/p065d9sp.mp3
http://open.live.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/5/redir/version/2.0/mediaset/audio-nondrm-download/proto/http/vpid/p065d9sp.mp3
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Programme content:

Story: Moses tells his own story of how he 
escaped Egypt and then, after hearing the voice of 
God in a burning bush, decided to return to free his 
people.
Song: Come and Praise no 141: ‘Shalom’
Voxpops: Children talk about their own ‘turning 
points’ and self esteem
Reflection: On changes and how we can help 
others and boost their self esteem

Pre-programme questions:

• Can you think back to something that really 
changed you and made your life different? 
Perhaps starting a new school or the arrival of 
a brother or sister or discovering a new hobby.

• What does it feel like when something you 
don’t enjoy very much is over? Examples might 
be a lesson that you  nd dif cult or a visit to the 
dentist.

• Is there somewhere that you think of as a 
‘special place’, somewhere where you behave 
differently and feel differently? It could be your 
room, a place of worship, or somewhere in the 
town or in the country? Why is it special?

Story synopsis: Moses

Based on the story in Genesis chapters 2 - 4. 
Moses tells of how he had to leave Egypt after kill- 
ing an Egyptian whom he saw attacking a Jew-
ish slave. He escapes and goes to live in Midian 
where he marries and settles down.

Then, one day, he sees a bush that burns fiercely 
but does not burn and he knows that he is in a 
special place, ‘holy ground’. He hears the voice of 
God coming from the burning bush and is sent to 
rescue his people from slavery in Egypt. Moses 
argues with the voice saying that no one will listen 
to him and he is not a good speaker, but the voice 
tells him that God will be with him.

The story ends as Moses looks down on the land 
of Egypt, ready to face his challenge and bring his 
people out of slavery.

After the programme:

STORY QUESTIONS
• What were the main turning points for Moses in 

the story?
• How does Moses try to persuade God not to 

send him and how does God answer Moses?
• How do you think Moses was feeling as he 

looked down on the land of Egypt ready to fol- 
low God’s instructions?

• How would Moses’ wife and son react when he 
told them of his plans to return to Egypt?

ACTIVITIES:
• Photocopy or draw your own version of the 

focus picture. Colour the picture and write the 
words or thoughts of Moses.

• Draw a ‘wanted poster’ for Moses after he has 
killed the Egyptian and run away from Egypt.

• Write the imaginary diary of a slave in Egypt.
• Tell the story in the form of an imaginary map, 

tracing Moses’ route from Egypt to Midian, to 
the site of the burning bush and back to Egypt. 
Plot the ‘turning points’ in Moses’ story on the 
map.

Click to download 
the programme 
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Programme content:

Voxpops: Children talk about special times on 
holiday.
Story: A postcard from Worthing
A typical seaside holiday - 100 years ago.
Song: All about our school no 18: ‘Leavers’ song’
Reflection: Thinking about the special time that 
holidays are - a time to rest, to be with friends and 
family, to visit different places and to experience 
new things.
Prayer: Thanking God for holidays and for help in 
making them special for those we go on holiday 
with.

Pre-programme questions:

• What was the best holiday you ever had and 
why was it special?

• Where would you most like to go on holiday? 
What do you think a holiday would have been 
like 100 years ago?

Story synopsis: A postcard from Worthing

Tom is at his Gran’s house when he finds a post-
card album belonging to his great grandfather. 
One of the postcards is from Worthing on August 
Bank Holiday, 1914. We travel back in time to that 
day which a young Sidney describes as one of the 
best days of his life. He sees the sea for the first 
time, the bathing machines, paddles with his father, 
makes a sandcastle, goes for a very unusual ride 
and walks along the pier. On the promenade a man 
takes his photograph. But the very next day is the 
day on which World War 1 begins...

After the programme:

STORY QUESTIONS:
• How is the seaside in 1914 different from how it 

is in 2014?
• What things does Sidney do that you would do 

at the seaside today?
• What was unusual about the ride Sidney takes?
• Why is life about to change for everyone in Brit-

ain at the end of the story?

ACTIVITIES:
• Create a collage or poster of seaside holidays. 

On one side show images from 1914 - what 
people were wearing, how they were travel- 
ling, what they did for entertainment - and on 
the other how the seaside looks in 2014. Make 
a pie or bar chart showing the summer holiday 
destinations of the class. Include a section on 
‘having fun at home’.

Suggested links:

www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/victo- 
rian_britain/leisure/

www.tes.co.uk/teaching-resource/The-Victori- 
an-Seaside-6194634/

The BBC is not responsible for the content of exter-
nal websites.

Click to download 
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8. A postcard from Worthing
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